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CONTRACT COURT INTERPRETER POLICIES
If you have been selected to perform court interpreting services for the U.S. District Court for the
District of Minnesota or are interested in doing so, this information sheet will assist you in
performing your services according to the specifications of the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts (AO). What follows is only a brief description of some of the terms and conditions
of our interpreter contracts. For a full listing of policies, rates or interpreting standards, please visit
the following web-site: http://www.uscourts.gov/interpretprog/interp_prog.html.
RATES
Court interpreters are paid by the day part in which they work, not hourly. This means there is a half
day rate and a full day rate. The court interpreter rates are established by the AO and are as follows:
Certified and Professionally Qualified Interpreters*:
Full Day:
$384
Half Day:
$208
Overtime:
$54 per hour or part thereof
Language Skilled (Non-certified) Interpreters:
Full Day:
$185
Half Day:
$102
Overtime:
$32 per hour or part thereof
Mileage is only paid if the interpreter must travel 30 miles one way from their residence to the
location of the interpreting assignment. The current mileage reimbursement rate can be found at
http://www.mnd.uscourts.gov. Parking is never reimbursed for local interpreters.
If a cancellation occurs within 24 hours of the scheduled proceeding, the interpreter will still be paid
the half or full day amount.
BACKGROUND CHECKS
A background check (finger-printing) is required of all contract court interpreters who work in any
of the U.S. District Courts. In order to comply with this requirement contact Gayle Rochelle at 612664-5011 to set up an appointment
*State court certification does not qualify an interpreter as "federally certified" or professionally qualified. For more information about the
qualification levels, visit http://www.uscourts.gov/interpretprog/infosheet.html.

